INTRODUCTION
DNA methylation is essential for normal embryogenesis and development in mammals. Currently, whole genome sequencing of bisulfite converted DNA (WGBS) represents the gold standard for studying DNA methylation at genomic level. Contrary to other techniques, it provides an unbiased view of the entire genome at single base pair resolution (see Bock et al. 2012) . However, in practice, due to its (until recently) comparatively high cost, its application for the analysis of large data sets (i.e. > 50 samples) has been lagging behind other more cost-efficient platforms, such as for example the Illumina microarrays (Infinium 27K, 450k and EPIC). Subsequently, despite the variety of software tools that exist for the analysis of WGBS, processing of large datasets still remains cumbersome (see Krueger et al, 2012 for a recent review on WGBS analysis tools).
We present GEMBS, a bioinformatics pipeline specifically designed for the analysis of large WGBS data sets. GEMBS is based on two core modules: GEM3, a high performance read aligner (Marco-Sola et al. 2012 , Marco-Sola 2017 , and BScall, a variant caller specifically for bisulfite sequencing data. Both components are embedded in a highly parallel workflow enabling highly efficient and reliable execution in a HPC environment. In this study we benchmark GEMBS performance against other common analysis tools and show how GEMBS can be used for accurate variant calling from WGBS data.
We start by describing the read alignment as processing of sequencing data from bisulfite converted DNA imposes additional challenges over conventional genome sequencing data. Bisulfite treatment converts un-methylated cytosines to uracils in the original DNA strands, which are replaced by thymines during PCR amplification. This creates four potentially different sequences from a single stretch of DNA that need to be aligned to the reference genome sequence. Nevertheless, with standard Illumina directional sequencing libraries only 2 of the 4 strands (copies of the original DNA strands) have the correct adaptors to allow the DNA to be loaded onto the flowcell and sequenced. The first read with paired end sequencing (and the only read with nonpaired sequencing) stems always from the original positive or negative strand, while the second read stems from one of the complementary strands.
Given that the majority of cytosines in the genome are not in CpG context and are therefore overwhelmingly unmethylated, the original bisulfite converted strands tend to have very few unconverted cytosines and, correspondingly, higher than normal levels of thymines. The first reads are therefore depleted in cytosines while having increased levels of thymines, the second reads, if present, are formed from the complementary strands, and are therefore depleted in guanines while having increased levels of adenines. If bisulfite converted sequence reads are mapped using a conventional read mapper, the converted bases will be interpreted as mismatches, and the large percentage of these (typically approaching 25% of the sequence) would result in a large number of unmapped or poorly mapped reads.
Two solutions have been proposed to handle the mapping problem. Firstly, '3-letter' aligners, such as Bismark (bowtie2) (Krueger et al., 2011) , BWA-meth (BWA-mem) (Pedersen et al., 2014) and Novoalign (www.novoalign.com), perform a two stage mapping process. C depleted reads (from read 1) are 'fully converted' by converting all remaining C's to T's before mapping, while G depleted reads (from read 2) have all remaining G's converted to A's. Mapping is then performed to two altered versions of the desired reference sequence, one with all C's converted to T's, and the other with all G's converted to A's. Note that (a) both the first and second reads can map to either of the two reference sequences: e.g., read 1 can map either to the C -> T reference on the forward strand, or to the G -> A reference on the negative strand and (b) both members of a read pair must map to the same reference sequence (although to different strands). After mapping, the original sequence data should then be restored before downstream analysis. The second approach is to use 'methylation aware' aligners or '4-letter' aligners, such as BSMAP (Xi and Li, 2009) , Last (Frith et al., 2012) , and GSNAP (Wu and Nacu, 2010). These mappers consider both cytosines and thymines as potential matches e.g. by creating multiple seeds during indexing (BSMAP; Xi and Li, 2009 ). Some tools besides employ multiple alignment options to accommodate advantages and disadvantages of each approach and to additionally enable the analysis of color space data, e.g. BSmooth (Hansen et al 2012) or MethylCoder (Pedersen et al 2011) (see Krueger et al, 2012) .
GEMBS implements the first approach, with all of the conversion steps before and after mapping performed on the fly on a read pair by read pair basis in GEMBS itself. This avoids the generation of intermediate files and greatly increases the efficiency of the mapping process. The user simply has to specify that a bisulfite index of the reference be built; this will automatically make the two versions of the reference and create a combined index with both versions. This allows simultaneous mapping to the two converted references, which is faster than performing two separate alignment steps.
After successful read alignment, the methylation status of a cytosine is commonly determined as the ratio of reads with an unconverted cytosine (i.e. C) over the sum of all reads containing either an unconverted cytosine or a converted cytosine (i.e. T). Aside from confounding genetic variants (and mapping errors), misinterpretations may arise from base calling errors and over-or under-conversion of cytosines during the bisulfite treatment (that is methylated cytosines which should be resistant to the conversion are converted and susceptible un-methylated cytosines which should be converted are not converted, respectively).
One possibility is to filter for known SNPs either derived from sample matched genome sequencing data (e.g. Stadler et al 2012), SNP arrays or public databases such as dbSNP. Another possibility consists of estimating the genotype from same WGBS data that is used for calculating the methylation proportion, e.g. Bis-SNP (Liu et al (2012) and MethylExtract (Barturen et al 2013) .
With BScall, we have adopted a Bayesian model, similar to that used in Bis-SNP, to model the conversion process. We use this model to simultaneously infer the most likely genotype and most likely methylation proportion. Technically the model gives the likelihood of the observed bases conditional on genotype, methylation proportion, base error probabilities, and under/over conversion rates (see below). For each possible genotype in turn, BScall calculates the likelihood while maximizing over the unknown methylation proportion. The result is a likelihood profile from which the most likely genotype is selected and reported along with the corresponding maximum likelihood estimate of the methylation proportion.
BScall probabilistic model:
= methylation rate = conversion rate = over-conversion rate e = sequencing error probability * Conversion rates for methylated and unmethylated cytosines are determined using spike-in bacteriophage DNA from phage T7 (fully methylated) and phage lambda (unmethylated).
Only uniquely mapping reads (mappability score >= Q20) are used for the analysis (in the case of pair end sequencing only uniquely mapping pairs in the correct orientation and on the same chromosome). Duplicates with identical start and end coordinates are collapsed into singletons and the first 5 nucleotides are removed from the 5´ end of each read to eliminate artefacts from library preparation (end repair).
In contrast to Bis-SNP, our current BScall implementation does not perform local realignment to increase processing speed (see benchmark below). Although realignment increases sensitivity for indel detection our focus lies on true cytosine not variants, hence we accept faulty SNP detection to a certain degree. Further, BScall does not incorporate prior genotype probabilities as they can be incorporated post-analysis and may lead to non-replicable results (i.e. when SNP frequency are taken from public data bases that undergo periodic updates, e.g. Bis-SNP).
GEMBS workflow and implementation
Gem3 and BScall are implemented in the GEMBS analysis pipeline to automate data processing efficiently and reliably (Figure 1 ). Figure 1 . Overview of the GemBS workflow. A) GEMBS workflow. Processes and tools in italic letters. Files in colored boxes (green = input; white = pre-processing, blue = output; yellow = quality control) B) In house automation of GEMBS for production: Import of project meta data via Lab Management System (LIMs), GEMBS HPC execution managed with JIP library GEMBS requires as input only 1) a genome reference, 2) meta data describing the project, i.e. the layout of the sequence data (multiplex index, library, lanes per samples, samples per project) and 3) the sequence data ( Figure 1A ). The genome reference is indexed for fast and efficient read mapping, and the meta data together with a set of preset parameters is used to construct a configuration file to run all software components at once as a pipeline. Alternatively, e.g. for debugging or replication, each step can be executed individually (see http://statgen.cnag.cat/gemBS/ for documentation). Reads are mapped with GEM3 in bisulfite mode and the output is concatenated into standard alignment files (.bam format) according to the sample description (e.g. all lanes per chromosomes or all chromosomes per sample). From the alignments, BScall produces SNP calls and methylation estimates for all cytosines and stores them in a custom .bcf format alongside with strand-specific information for each base call 1 . Finally, all homozygous CC/CG dinucleotides with a genotype probability >0.01 are extracted and stored in a separate text file. For each of the pipeline outputs
1
The format has been proposed as standard format for representing genotype and methylation information within the IHEC consortium and will be distributed with bcftools in the future (bcftools v. 4.3).
(mapping, variants, CpG) basic statistics are calculated and published as .pdf of .html report.
The SNP.bcf and CpG.txt files serve for subsequent downstream analysis. Cytosine methylation in non-CpG context can be derived from the .bcf file, similarly allele specific methylation. CpG calls are usually further filtered according to user preferences, mostly by minimum read coverage. We have developed additional software for methylation analyses, such as differential methylation analysis and methylome segmentation, as well as secondary processing and functional annotation which can be made available upon request. Alternatively, GEMBS output can be easily converted for analysis with popular tools, such as MethylKit, Bumphunter, MethylSeekR, etc. (Akalin et al 2012 , Jaffe et al 2012 , Burger et al, 2013 . GEMBS further creates bigWig files for visualization of methylation estimates, standard deviation of the estimates and read coverage that can be displayed in the UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/).
Although it is possible to run GEMBS steps sequentially rather than in parallel when only limited resources are available, we recommend at minimum 32GB RAM and 1 TB of disc space for processing a standard 30X human WGBS dataset. For the use of GEMBS as our production pipeline we have automated its execution even further ( Figure 1B) . Firstly, for libraries sequenced in house we import project meta data via an API from our Laboratory Information Management system (LIMS). Similarly, meta data might be imported from any data server given the appropriate format. Secondly, we employ a pipeline management system ('JIP pipeline system' at http://pyjip.readthedocs.io/en/latest/) that manages the parallel workflows on our local computer cluster and ensures efficient and replicable analysis. In principle any pipeline management system can be implemented as long as it is adapted to the individual cluster architecture (for an alternative check https://www.nextflow.io/). Using our in house implementation, we have achieved processing of 36 WGBS samples (30X coverage) in less than 3 days.
RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of GEMBS, we benchmarked our aligner GEM3 and variant and methylation caller BScall against some of the popular tools for WGBS data analysis, namely Bismark (based on bowtie 2), BSMAP, Novoalign and bwa-meth (based on bwa-mem) as well as Bis-SNP and MethylExtract, respectively (see Table 1 ). For our benchmark, we used 58X WGBS data from a purified human plasma B cell which we further down-sampled to 28X coverage to compare influences of sequencing coverage (raw reads: 895,006,734 and 1,864,673,576 respectively). All tests have been executed on our in house computing cluster, on nodes of 2 x Xeon E5-2680v3 (12cores each) with 2.5 GHz and 256 GB of main memory using a Linux operative system (Red Hat 6.7) (see METHODS for parameter settings).
Alignment: Firstly, we compared the BS-alignments (Figure 2 -3, SupplTable S1). We find, all mappers were able to align at least 80% of the sequenced bases and that sequencing coverage had no influence on sensitivity or specificity of the alignments. GEM3 (GEMBS) emerges as the fastest and most efficient mapper aligning 85% of bases with a high alignment quality score (Q>20) and 84% of reads uniquely in less than three hours. Second fastest aligner, though 5 times slower and with a slight lower overall mapping rate compared to GEM3, is BSMAP. Bwa and Bismark rank third and fourth in speed but last in the alignments 2 . Finally, Novoalign ranks last with a CPU time of 100 and 200 days for 27X and 58X coverage, respectively, but boosts the highest proportion of unique alignments. The definition of uniquely mapped reads, however, is not uniform across mappers and can be misleading when for example only a fraction of the mappings are reported.
In addition to its highly efficient algorithmic implementation (see Marco-Sola 2017) GEM3 achieves such fast processing mainly by reducing intermediate steps. First, the in silico conversion of reads is done internally without creating any additional files. Second, GEM3 performs only one alignment against a single composite reference. (GEM3 can handle large indices, where other aligners cannot and hence require two alignments: one against the converted and one against the unconverted reference). Additionally, the information against which reference the read was aligned is stored as a tag for all reads in a single alignment (see Introduction). We find, firstly, that the differences in processing times for each caller are by far greater than those between mappers. For example, BScall processes the 58X data set in less than 3 hours whereas the other tools require several days. Secondly, SNP callers have more effect on the SNPs detected than the underlying alignments or sequencing coverage. BScall calls on average the largest number of SNPs followed by MethylExtract then Bis-SNP. Out of all combinations, most SNPs are called with BScall from BSMAP alignments ( Figure 5 ). Without local realignment BScall significantly increases processing speed, but as a results likely produces many false positives (see Introduction). Additionally, BSMAP being a '3-letter aligner', may produce more erroneous alignments than the two '4-letter' aligners that create false SNP calls.
Amongst the 3 callers, SNP calls generated by BScall and Bis-SNP are most similar. Almost all SNPs identified by Bis-SNP are also identified by BScall (based on GEM3 alignment, see Figure 6 ). On the other hand, the overlap with MethylExtract SNPs is very low. BScall and Bis-SNP implement a similar model for SNPs, i.e. using Bayesian inference to call genotypes conditional on methylation probability, while MethylExtract identifies SNPs without taking methylation into account. Based on GEM3 alignments Bis-SNP, BScall and MethylExtract detect ~25, ~26, and ~30 million CpGs out of approximately 28 million known sites in the GRCh38, respectively, suggesting a large number of false positive CpG calls by MethylExtract (Table 2) . Finally, we tested BScall for SNP calling from WGBS and the influence of sequencing coverage on the SNP called. We compared SNPs called from whole genome sequencing (WGS) data (using FreeBayes) with SNP calls from simulated WGBS based on the same data set (see METHODS). To cover a wide range of sequence depths and avoid sequencing biases we used data generated for a previous benchmark study (Tyler et al. 2015) , namely a medulla sample with ultra-deep sequencing coverage of 180X, which we down sampled to 135x, 90x, 45x, 27x and 18x coverage. BS conversion was simulated taking sequencing and conversion errors into account as well an empirical distribution of methylation observed in real WGBS data of CLL (for details see Methods).
To evaluate the performance (specificity + sensitivity) of BScall, we used the SNPs called with high confidence from WGS at maximum sequencing depth (180X, min 1 -20 reads) as baseline. At this coverage, we find that BScall calls 97% of these SNPs (= true positives) from the simulated WGBS data. Not surprisingly, decreasing coverage results in a smaller number of SNP being called, both for those called from WGS data and those called from WGBS data (Figure 4) . At the same time, at each sequencing depth the number of false positive SNPs called by BScall decreases with an increasing number of reads per site and in reverses for the number of false negatives increases ( Figure 5 ). The highest number of false SNP calls and missed SNP calls (i.e. FP and FN) are found at the lowest sequencing coverage (18x). We calculated FDR for all combinations (see SupplTable 2) and determined that, for example, at for WGBS data at a standard sequencing coverage of 27x, a min of 15 reads per site and a FDR of 6.38% BScall covers 84% of the baseline SNPs; at a coverage of 45x and a FDR<5% this increased to 92% (for 27x and 45x WGS data: 92% SNPs with FDR=0.37% and 96% SNPs with 0.51% FDR, respectively).
Finally, we checked for incorrect classifications of the SNPs called by BScall. Most errors within the false positive and false negatives are those bases affected by bisulfite treatment, i.e. A>G, C>T, G>A and T>C substitutions (data not shown).
SUMMARY
We have described GEMBS, a bioinformatics pipeline for high-throughput WGBS data analysis. Compared to other popular tools GEMBS excels in processing speed without sacrificing accuracy during the analysis. GEMBS achieves this through a highperformance bisulfite mapper (GEM3) and efficient implementation of its components. We further presented how GEMBS execution in an HPC environment can be additionally automated though the use of a meta data server and a pipeline management system. Finally, we demonstrated that GEMBS can be accurately used to call SNP from WGBS data.
GEMBS is freely available via github ( https://github.com/heathsc/gemBS) and has been already used successfully in a number of studies (Kulis et al (2013 (Kulis et al ( ,2015 , Queiros et al (2016) 
Sample data
Read alignments, SNP calls and CpG methylation estimates were benchmarked on WGBS data from a purified human Plasma B cell sample extracted from the bone marrow. The sample had been originally sequenced at deep coverage (58X) as part of the European epigenome project BLUEPRINT (www.blueprint-epigenome.eu), but was further down sampled to standard sequencing coverage (27X) for additional comparison.
As baseline data for the simulation (and comparison) we used an ultra-deep sequenced sample of medulla blastoma (180X), which had been used previously in a qualitative control study (Tyler et al. 2012) . The high coverage allowed us to test the accuracy of BScall for variant calls at a wide range of coverage depths which we retrieved by downsampling the original data.
Benchmark
All tests have been executed on our in house computing cluster, on nodes of 2 x Xeon E5-2680v3 (12cores each) with 2.5 GHz and 256 GB of main memory using a Linux operative system (Red Hat 6.7).
Alignment software was run in default mode and where available, parameters were used as recommended by the authors (Table 1) . Mapping was performed against human genome assembly GRCh38. Variant calling software was run in default mode (see Table 2 ). Each method included marking duplicates prior to the calling step and filtering for CpG positions afterwards. GEMBS (BScall) was executed in parallel by chromosome, Bis-SNP in regions of 10MBp; the results were merged afterwards. For Bis-SNP, we additionally performed local realignment and base quality recalibration as recommend by the authors. 
Variant calling from WGBS
To evaluate the accuracy of BScall to call variants from WGBS data, we compared SNP calls from DNA sequencing data without bisulfite treatments (using FreeBayes) with SNPs called from DNA sequences with simulated bisulfite treatment conversion.
The model we implemented to simulate cytosine conversion takes into account the probability of sequencing errors (e), the probability of the ith cytosine being methylated (m i ) and the conversion rates for unmethylated cytosines (λ) and methylated cytosines (τ)(see Figure below) .
We estimated m i from the methylation profile (= read data) of an available WGBS samples of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). Missing positions were assigned m i = 0.8 for homozygous CpG, m i = 0.4 for heterozygous CpG and m i = 0 for the remaining genomic positions (assuming that 80% of CpG in the human genome are methylated).
Lambda was fixed at λ =0.997 and tau at τ = 0.05 based on our experience. Finally, due to sequencing errors (e) an observed cytosine (C 1 ) has a 1-e probability of being a real cytosine (C 2 ), and the probability of e/3 of being any other base (A 2 ,G 2 ,T 2 ), all of which need to be taken into account for the simulation. 
SUPPLEMENT

